Memorandum of Agreement

Between

Institute of Technology & Science, Ghaziabad, India

And

UNIR, La Rioja, Spain

For student / Faculty exchanges & Joint Research, and facilitating any students interested in programs and courses offered by each partners – Institute of Technology & Science, Ghaziabad, India and UNIR, La Rioja, Spain (The Overseas Partner) agree to formally establish the collaborative relationship under the principles of equality and mutual benefit. The scope of agreement covers following:

Broad Objectives

The two parties conclude this agreement with the aim of establishing and developing contacts in the areas of academic development, students development & research, exploring the possibility running joint academic programs, research events, consultancy assignments, organizing educational tours etc, facilitating interested students of each partner interested to undertake other partner’s program.

Scope of the agreement

The scope of agreement covers following:

1. Student Exchange Programs

   Above institutions shall actively cooperate to drive, explore and participate in several student exchange programs announced from time to time by the participating partner institutions of the this MOU.

2. Faculty Exchange Programs

   Above institutions shall actively cooperate to drive, explore and participate in several opportunities which may arise for value adding faculty exchanges, which may emerge from time to time between the participating partner institutions of this MOU.
3. **Joint Researches in diverse areas of interest**

Above institutions shall actively cooperate to drive, explore and participate in joint researches, research projects, collaborative industry trainings in India and abroad, distance teaching activities and so forth with the purpose of promoting research, industry knowledge, enterprise skills creation and enterprise training. In order to enhance the cooperation achievements, the research areas will be jointly explored for mutual benefit.

4. **Facilitation of interested students** of each partner institute to undertake on cost other partner’s courses or programs if they so desire. Each partner will communicate, counsel students and apprise the benefit of such programs, based on the interest of the students.

**Future Collaborative efforts**

Above organizations will continuously explore the possibilities of enhancement of future collaborations in the areas of student’s internship, consulting assignments and other possible areas of collaborations.

**Effective Period of the Memorandum**

This cooperation agreement shall become effective as soon as the authorized representatives of all sides agree on it. In case that any party wants to terminate the agreement, a written declaration shall be issued in advance one year prior to the termination date. The above mentioned declaration will thus become effective with the agreement of all parties.

(Authorized Signatory)
Institute of Technology and Science,
Ghaziabad, India

(Authorized Signatory)
UNIR, La Rioja, Spain